Zinc sulfide nanosheets as a novel solid-phase extraction material for flavonoids.
As a novel solid-phase extraction material, zinc sulfide nanosheets were prepared by a simple method and were used to extract flavonoids. We used scanning electron microscopy to show its nanosheet morphology and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and powder X-ray diffraction to confirm its chemical and phase compositions. Coupled to a high-performance liquid chromatography, the zinc sulfide nanosheets were packed into a microcolumn and were used to extract four model flavonoids to examine their extraction ability. The parameters of sample loading and elution were investigated. Under optimized conditions, the analytical method for flavonoids was established. For the method, wide linearities from 1 to 250 μg/L and low limits of detection from 0.25 to 0.5 μg/L were obtained. The relative standard deviations for single column repeatability and column to column reproducibility were less than 7.7 and 10.4%, respectively. The established method was also used to analyze two real samples and the recoveries from 88.7 to 98.2% further proved the reliability of the method. Moreover, the zinc sulfide nanosheets have good stability and that in one column can be reused for more than 50 times. This work proves that the prepared zinc sulfide nanosheets are a good candidate as the flavonoids sorbent.